







In charge of the distribution of service on board material (to the different
stations) in an airline,
Real-time System analyst-programmer (Communications management),
Analyst-programmer of automated telephone switchboards,
Computing Projects Manager in some Europe, Asia and America countries;
mainly systems for hospitals, army, airlines, airports and banks,
Organization, Computing and Telecommunications Manager in an international
air carrier,
General Manager in GALILEO International (Latin America),
General Manager in SISBAN (Banking Systems, company belonging to Banco
Provincial-BBVA, Venezuela).

Aside from these professional activities, I have been:





Conductor (and arranger) in an amateur orchestra with 11 players,
President in the Royal Scottish Country Dance group (Schiehallion) in Madrid,
participating with other groups in Scotland and England.
Consultant of the United Nations Association (in Latin America)
Teacher of mathematics, physics, Informatics, Office Automation and English
in several academies and for the INEM[*].

(This looks like a CV, so if anyone wants to use it to hire me, don’t hesitate, you won't
regret it).
However, despite this hyperactivity, I have always studied anything about music,
harmony, counterpoint, composition, orchestration, etc.; as well as everything that
would allow me to learn more about human beings (name it Psychology, Graphology,
History, etc.) to learn more about God, without forgetting to make the most careful
study about its existence or non-existence (you cannot know what doesn’t exist) and, if
He exists, to perform a deeper analyse on His widest spread image without losing any
sight on the possibility that his entity could be different from the widely supported one.
In all these restless concerns (music, divinity and humanity) there is a catalyst common
fact which obviously also attracted my attention: Love/Harmony.
So, I invite you to browse through my Blog, and freely comment about it.
A warm greeting
[*] INEM: Spanish State entity which assists unemployed people, including training courses.

